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Abstract Cerebellar MR imaging has several challenging aspects, due to the fine, repetitive layered structure of cortical
folia with underlying axonal pathways. In this MR study, we
imaged with high-angular resolution diffusion imaging
(HARDI) abnormal cerebellar cortical structure (gray matter)
and myelinated axonal pathways (white matter) of a mouse
spontaneous mutation, Purkinje cell degeneration (pcd), in
which almost all Purkinje neurons degenerate, mainly between postnatal days 20 and 35. Mouse brains at postnatal
day 20 (P20) and at 8 months were scanned, and known or
expected abnormalities, such as reduction of the white matter
volume, disorganized pathways likely linked to parallel fibers,
mossy fibers, and other fibers running from/to the cerebellar
cortex were observed in mutant mice. Such abnormalities
were detected at both an early and a fully advanced degeneration stage. These results suggest that our diffusion MR
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tractography is useful for early detection and tracking of neuropathology in the cerebellum.
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Introduction
Purkinje neurons (PNs) in the cerebellar cortex, the ultimate
target of all inputs to, and the sole source of outputs from the
cerebellar cortex, play important roles in motor learning and
coordination, as well as in several types of cognitive information processing [1–3]. PNs are still in a very immature form at
birth in mice and humans but come postnatally to form the
most elaborate dendritic trees of all neurons, with elaborate
synaptic inputs from climbing fibers that originate from inferior olivary neurons in the medulla (ventral to the cerebellum)
and parallel fibers from granule cell neurons within the cerebellar cortex, the most numerous neurons in the entire nervous
system [4]. PNs are vulnerable neurons in various neurological diseases ranging from specific genetic defects to acquired
injury or poisoning, including autism and Alzheimer’s disease
[2, 5, 6]. Although several genetic and environmental factors
impair PNs, the pathological mechanisms remain almost entirely undefined [7]. The nine Purkinje cell degeneration (pcd)
mutations affect the Nna1 (neuronal nuclear protein induced
by axotomy) gene [8], to give a phenotype with impaired PN
dendritic growth, followed by PN death, beginning at about
postnatal day (P) 10 and degeneration of almost all PNs at
P22–P35, followed by slower degeneration of many olfactory
bulb mitral neurons, selected thalamic neurons, and retinal
photoreceptor neurons [9]. In this study, we relied on past
findings on abnormal brain size, cell structures, and fiber pathways in the pcd mutant mouse model [10] and qualitatively
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showed how diffusion tractography can identify fiber pathway
in the brain in accordance with the past findings. Li et al. [10]
showed that in adult pcd mice (P120), all Purkinje neurons
had degenerated and their axons had disappeared (Fig. 1a),
resulting in reduced cerebellar white matter (Fig. 1b). In
young mice (P20), PN dendrites in pcd mice were decreased
in volume and branching, but the axon problem was not yet
obvious when detected by regular immunostaining (Fig. 1c).
Diffusion MR tractography is useful for identifying
pathways in the whole brain in 3D. High-angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) tractography enables
identification of complex crossing tissue coherence in
the brain [11], even in very immature brains [12, 13],
which are typically more challenging to reconstruct because most axons are still unmyelinated. This study used
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HARDI tractography in an attempt to identify degeneration of fiber pathways in the cerebellum. In our previous
tractography study on normal human brains, we successfully identified multiple different components of cerebellar fiber pathways at developing ages [14] and in adults
[15]. We found that, in the cerebellar cortex, tractography
detected tangential coherence superficially in the cerebellar cortex and revealed axonal fibers coursing parallel to
the long axis of the folia and thus consistent with the
location and orientation of parallel fibers in the molecular
layer. Crossing these parallel fibers were tangential fibers
running perpendicular to the long axis of the folia, consistent with axons of the cortical interneurons (mainly
stellate cells). Our results demonstrated coherent
tractography fiber structure likely reflecting the axonal
pathways that characterize different cell types within the
cerebellar cortex. In this study, we aim to show that our
technique also detects degeneration of fiber pathways in
the brain. Degeneration of fiber pathways in the pcd
mouse brain has been well described in previous studies
(e.g., [10]).

Methods
Animals

Fig. 1 Characterization of cerebellar histopathology and Nna1 mutation
in pcdSid mutant mice (a, b) and in a pcd2J mutant (c) (from [10],
permission obtained to reproduce in this paper). b Hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E)-stained sagittal section showed an atrophic cerebellum in
P120 pcdSid mutant. Scale bar represents 500 μm. a Calbindin (Calb)stained Purkinje cells (red) were totally lost in P60 pcdSid cerebellar
cortex. Scale bar represents 50 μm. c Calb-staining (red) showed abnormal Purkinje cell dendrites in P20 pcd2J cerebellar cortex. ML molecular
layer, PL Purkinje cell layer, GL granule cell layer. Scale bar 50 μm

All procedures were in accordance with NIH-approved institutional guidelines maintained by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of Harvard Medical School and
the University of Connecticut. In this study, based on past
histopathologic findings already published, we qualitatively
assessed diffusion MR tractography pathways in two mutant
(one at postnatal 20 days old and one at 7–8 months old) and
two age-matched control mouse brains. Breeders of wild-type
C57BL/6J mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory
(Bar Harbor, ME, USA). We used pcdSid mutants first recognized at Harvard Medical School (as described in [10]) and
maintained by us as a congenic line on the same C57BL/6J
background as the controls for more than 25 backcross generations. The homozygous pcdSid mutants were progeny of heterozygous parents or pcdSid/pcdSid females mated to +/pcdSid
males. (Homozygous mutant males are almost completely
sterile.) Wild-type and pcdSid mice were perfused through
the heart with fresh 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphatebuffered saline (pH 7.4) at room temperature. Brains were
dissected the next day from the cranium and kept in the same
fixative at 4 °C until prepared for MRI study. Brains were then
transferred into a 4% paraformaldehyde solution containing
1 mM gadolinium (Gd-DTPA) MRI contrast agent for at least
1 week to reduce the T1 relaxation time while ensuring that
sufficient T2-weighted signal remains.
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MRI Scan Parameters
During image acquisition, the brain specimens were placed in
Fomblin solution (Ausimont, Thorofare, NJ) and scanned on a
9.4T Bruker Biospec MR system. The pulse sequence used for
image acquisition was a 3D diffusion-weighted spin-echo
echo-planar imaging sequence, TR 400 ms, TE 20 ms, number
of segments 2, with an imaging matrix of 112 × 112 × 160
pixels. Spatial resolution was 100 × 100 × 100 μm. Sixty
diffusion-weighted measurements (b = 4000 s/mm2) and one
non-diffusion-weighted (b = 0) measurement were acquired,
with δ = 12.0 ms, Δ = 24.2 m. The total acquisition time was
2 h and 10 min for each imaging session.
Diffusion Data Analyses—Tractography
We reconstructed orientation distribution function in each
voxel with the HARDI method and reconstructed
tractography pathways with a streamline algorithm for diffusion tractography [16]. The same approach was used in previous publications [12–15, 17, 18]. Trajectories were propagated by consistently pursuing the orientation vector of least
curvature. Diffusion Toolkit and TrackVis (http://trackvis.org)
were used to reconstruct and visualize tractography pathways.
The color-coding of tractography pathways is based on a standard RGB code, applied to the vector between the end-points
of each fiber (red: left-right, green: dorsal-ventral, blue: anterior-posterior).
We terminated tracking when the angle between two consecutive orientation vectors was greater than the given threshold (45°) for each specimen. We used a brain mask created by
Diffusion Toolkit to terminate tracts as we explored the coherence in the brain, and not in the fluid in which we submersed
the brain, so that the mask extracted the connectivity in the
brain. We used mean diffusion-weighted images as mask images and excluded regions outside of the brain and inside of
the ventricle. We used one mask image per brain and obtained
whole-brain tractography pathways within the mask. As in
previous studies in the mouse or rat [19, 20] and other species
(e.g., [12–15, 21, 22]), no FA threshold was applied. In many
tractography studies, fractional anisotropy (FA) values are
used to terminate fibers in the gray matter which, in adults,
has lower FA values than the white matter. However, as one of
the objectives of our study was to detect fibers in abnormal
brain areas that possibly have low FA regions, we used brain
mask volumes to terminate tractography fibers instead of the
FA threshold. This method was used previously [12] and is an
acceptable alternate method [17, 18].
After reconstructing whole-brain pathways, cerebellar
pathways were first identified in spherical regions of interest
(ROIs) that included all cerebellar regions, and either a median
sagittal (for Fig. 2 and upper panels of Fig. 4a, b) or an axial
(for Fig. 3 and lower panels of Fig. 4a, b) slice filter was also
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used to visualize specific pathways of interest. First, we used
just one, large spherical ROI to identify all the cerebellar pathways and presented pathways in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 using one
slice filter per brain. For Fig. 4, we used a mouse brain atlas to
place additional spherical ROIs including the target anatomic
structures. For a visualization purpose, 10% (Figs. 2c, g, 3c,
and g) or 50% (Figs. 2d, h, 3d, h, and 4) of the total detected
pathways using the slice filters were shown in each panel.
Fiber tracking was first performed in the whole brain. We
did not take anatomical (T1 or T2) images and used mean
diffusion-weighted images to make ROIs. We also used slice
filters to better show our results. The used spherical ROIs were
initially made much larger than the size of the target anatomic
structures, and by looking at tractography pathways running
through the ROIs, we made the ROIs smaller, if necessary,
carefully checking not to miss fibers from the target structures.

Results
Advanced Degeneration Stage (8 Months Old)
Whole-brain sagittal views (Fig. 2a, e) showed, overall, similar patterns of pathways between the mutants and controls.
However, after magnifying cerebellar regions (white rectangles), clear differences were observed. Mean diffusion images
showed clear folial anatomy in the control brain (Fig. 2b),
whereas such folial structures were not clearly detected in
the mutant brain (Fig. 2f). In accordance with past findings
[10], the cerebellum was smaller in the mutant mice than in the
normal mice, suggesting cell body, dendritic tree, and axonal
fiber degeneration in the mutant cerebellum. Magnified
tractography pathways in the control brain clearly identified
red pathways running in the left-right direction within the gray
matter (Fig. 2c, d), and green pathways in the dorsal-ventral
direction (light blue arrows in Fig. 2a, c, d), between the red
pathways, within the white matter. These pathways were in
agreement with our previous study in adult human cerebellum
[15]. The course and location of the red pathways (white
arrows in Fig. 2a, c, d) correspond to regions where parallel
fibers are located and green pathways in the white matter
(light blue arrows in Fig. 2a, c, d) likely correspond to mossy
fibers, climbing fibers, and axons of PNs coursing between
cerebellar cortex and deep cerebellar nuclei. In the mutant
brain, red and green pathways were disorganized with a lower
number of fibers (there were almost no coherent green
pathways, and red pathways were intermingled without
repetitive coherent structures in Fig. 2g, h). In contrast, for
example, corpus callosal pathways (green arrows in Fig. 2a,
e) and middle cerebellar peduncles (yellow arrows in Fig. 2a,
e) were similar in the control and mutant.
Figure 3 shows axial views of tractography pathways. Red
pathways running in the right-left direction likely correspond
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Fig. 2 Sagittal views of tractography pathways running through a
median sagittal slice in a control (a–d) and a pcdSid mutant (e–h) mouse
aged 8 months. The cerebellum (white rectangle) is located in the upper
right in a and e. The anterior end of the corpus callosal pathways are
indicated by horizontal green arrows (a, e), and the middle cerebellar
peduncle by large yellow arrows (a, e). Magnified views of the
cerebellum of the control (b–d) and mutant (f–h). i Axial slices of the
control (left) and mutant (right) brains with yellow lines indicating the
sagittal slices shown in a–d and e–h, respectively. Mean diffusion

weighted images are shown in b, f, i, and used under tractography
pathways in the other panels. Ten percent of the total reconstructed
tractography pathways are shown in c and g, and 50% in d and h for
visualization purpose. Small white arrows in a and white arrows in c
and d: red pathways likely corresponding to parallel fibers. Light blue
arrows in a, c and d: green pathways in the white matter between the red
pathways. The color-coding of tractography pathways is based on a standard RGB code, applied to the vector between the end-points of each fiber
(red: left-right, green: dorsal-ventral, blue: anterior-posterior)

to parallel fibers running along folia (white arrows in Fig. 3a,
c, d). Green fibers running in the dorsal-ventral direction between bundles of red pathways (light blue arrows in Fig. 3a, c,
d) were found within the white matter and correspond to
mossy fibers, climbing fibers, axons of PNs, and cerebellar
nucleo-cortical axons [15].
Pathways between the olfactory bulbs showed clear difference in the control and mutant brains (Fig. 4a, d). A region of
interest was placed to cover the olfactory bulbs in both the left
and right sides. Pathways between the olfactory bulbs were
found to be a thick, coherent bundle in the control brain (white
arrow in Fig. 4a), while in the mutant brain, there were only
few pathways between the olfactory bulbs (white arrow in
Fig. 4d). Pathways between the inferior colliculus and medial
geniculate nucleus (Fig. 4b, e) and pathways between the medial geniculate nucleus and the cerebral cortex (Fig. 4c, f) took

similar projection courses between the control and mutant
brains.
Early Degeneration Stage (20 Days Old)
Figure 5 shows sagittal and axial views of structural and
tractography pathways of the cerebellum of a control
(Fig. 5a, b) and a mutant (Fig. 5c, d) mouse brain at P20. In
sagittal views, the cerebellum was detected to be smaller in the
mutant (Fig. 5c) than in the control (Fig. 5a) while in axial
views, the cerebellum was similar in size in both control and
mutant mice (Fig. 5b, d). Compared to the 8-month-old mutant, folial structures in the P20 mutant were more preserved,
especially in the axial view, although compared to the P20
control, tissue contrast was less clear overall in the mutant
cerebellum, meaning there is lower signal in the gray matter
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Fig. 3 Axial views of tractography pathways of the cerebellum in control
(a–d) and mutant (e–h) mouse brains aged 8 months. Magnified views of
the cerebellum of the control (b–d) and mutant (f–h). Mean diffusion
weighted images are shown in b and f. Small rectangle insertions in a
and e are sagittal slices with yellow lines indicating the level of axial slices
shown in a–d and e–h, respectively. Ten percent of the total reconstructed
Fig. 4 Pathways between
olfactory bulbs (a, d), between the
inferior colliculus and medial
geniculate nucleus (b, e), and
between the medial geniculate
nucleus and the cerebral cortex (c,
f) in control (a–c) and mutant (d–
f) brains. The color-coding of
tractography pathways is based
on a standard RGB code, as used
in Fig. 1
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tractography pathways are shown in c and g, and 50% in d and h for a
visualization purpose. White arrows: red pathways likely corresponding
to parallel fibers. Light blue arrows: green pathways in the white matter
between the red pathways. The color-coding of tractography pathways is
based on a standard RGB code, as used in Fig. 1
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Fig. 5 Sagittal and axial views of tractography pathways of the
cerebellum of a control (a, b) and a mutant (c, d) mouse brain aged 20
postnatal days. Sagittal (a, c) and axial (b, d) views are shown with small
rectangle insertions with yellow lines (axial slice to show the sagittal level
in a and c and sagittal slice to show the axial level in b and d). Fifty

percent of the total reconstructed tractography pathways are shown. White
arrows: red pathways likely corresponding to parallel fibers. Light blue
arrows: green pathways in the white matter between the red pathways.
The color-coding of tractography pathways is based on a standard RGB
code, as used in Fig. 1

of the cerebellum compared to that in the white matter in P20.
Green pathways were running within the white matter (light
blue arrows in Fig. 5a–c), and red pathways were running
parallel to the folia (white arrows in Fig. 5a, b), corresponding
to parallel fibers. No coherent red pathways were visible between the green pathways in the mutant brain (Fig. 5c, d)
likely because degeneration of Purkinje cells had just begun
and in the mutant, the cerebellar folia were already internally
disorganized.

Overall Differences Between Mutants and Controls

Discussion
In this study, we imaged abnormal structure and fiber pathways of a mouse model of Purkinje cell degeneration with
high-angular resolution diffusion MR imaging (HARDI).
Expected abnormalities, such as apparent reduction of the
white matter volume [10], disorganized pathways likely
linked to parallel fibers, mossy fibers, and other fibers running
from/to the cerebellum (e.g., [15]) were observed in mutant
mice. Such abnormalities were detected, not only in an advanced degeneration stage (mice 8 months old) but also in
an early degeneration stage (P20). These results suggest that
our diffusion MR tractography is useful for early detection of
neuropathology in the cerebellum.

The overall imaging contrast in mean diffusion folial MR
images was very weak and unclear in the cerebellum of the
pcd mutant mice, both at the early and advanced degeneration
stages. By contrast, mean diffusion images from control mice
showed organized, clear folial structures. The cerebellar size
also appears much smaller in the pcd mutant compared to
control mice in sagittal view. This is consistent with findings
in past papers where the pcd mutant cerebellum was found to
be smaller when using histopathology [10]. These results are
in strong agreement with the summary by Sarna and Hawkes
[2] that Purkinje cell death resulted in reduced cerebellar volume and loss of foliation, even at the early phase of PN
degeneration.
Advanced Degeneration Stage
At the advanced degeneration stage (8 months old), while the
middle cerebellar pathways were clearly detected in both mutant and control brains, specific local pathways likely linked to
parallel fibers (red pathways in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5) and other
fibers coursing radial to the parallel fibers in the white matter
(green pathways in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5) [15] were apparently
disorganized in the pcd mutant mice. Given the quality of the
mean diffusion images in Fig. 2i, it is not likely that
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disorganized tractography pathways are confound of poor anatomical identifications in the mutant mice. Significant decrease in red pathways and no green pathways running in
the dorsal-ventral direction indicate the loss of parallel fibers
(red pathways), mossy fibers, climbing fibers, axons of PNs,
and other pathways along them (green pathways) [14, 15] that
were likely caused by the degeneration of Purkinje cell bodies
and dendrites.
Pathways between left and right olfactory bulbs were found
to be significantly reduced in number in the mutant brain
compared to the control brain, which agrees with past findings
on degeneration of olfactory bulb mitral neurons [23, 24].
Given that the ventral medial geniculate nucleus of the
thalamus degenerates severely between P50–P60 [25, 26],
one may ask whether the presynaptic fiber tract from the inferior colliculus to the medial geniculate nucleus may have
lost its fibers. Such axonal loss was not seen in the earlier
studies, and the tractography pathways between the inferior
colliculus and medial geniculate nucleus were not different in
number or trajectory between the control and mutant brains.
Also, the extensive thalamocortical axonal degeneration in the
tract from the medial geniculate nucleus to the auditory region
of the cerebral cortex [25] was not seen in the HARDI
tractography images. Among the potential reasons why
tractography did not detect auditory thalamocortical tracts degeneration include the relatively small size and low density of
these tracts. Javad and colleagues argued about the difficulty
to identify auditory fiber pathways by using diffusion
tractography [27]. They discussed that due to known limitations of diffusion MRI in resolving multiple fiber pathways in
each voxel [28, 29], the technique limited its application in the
identification of the auditory white matter pathways, mentioning that the auditory radiation is particularly susceptible to this
problem due to its small size and to its crossing, along its path,
with larger fascicles such as the corticospinal tracts and the
optic radiation.
Early Degeneration Stage
At the early degeneration stage (P20), red tractography pathways were not detected, while green pathways were still clearly observed. Given that both the red and green pathways were
apparently disorganized in the advanced stage, and the pcd
disease was known to be PN-autonomous [24, 30], one may
speculate that the decreased input from parallel fibers to dendrites of PNs [4] may be an early consequence close to the
time of onset of Purkinje cell degeneration. Given that green
tractography pathways were still detected at this stage and that
there is no method currently to differentiate the green pathways further into mossy fiber, climbing fiber, PN axon, and
other sub-pathways between deep cerebellar nuclei and cerebellar cortex, future studies should explore how to use MRI to
differentiate between sub-pathways connecting deep
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cerebellar nuclei and cerebellar cortex in order to do additional
detailed 3D imaging during PN degeneration.
Limitation of the Current Study and Future Directions
We are aware that our sample size is small. However, many of
our findings were in strong agreement with past studies [10,
31–33], with HARDI data on specific types of pathways (e.g.,
intact middle cerebellar peduncle versus disorganized pathways for parallel fibers with other disorganized local white
matter pathways), indicating that this technique can serve for
further detection of long-range fiber pathway differences between pathological and control nervous system specimens.
Given that studies on mouse models of Purkinje cell degeneration have suggested that such mutant mice might have aberrant or degenerated fiber pathways between the cerebellum
and cerebrum cortices [9, 25, 34], future imaging research
would focus on detecting such pathologies in the cerebral
cortex. Along the cerebro-cerebellar pathways, there are extensive fiber crossings in the pons and midbrain and our technique did not identify reasonable anatomic pathways continuous between the cerebellum and cerebrum.
Although we detected pathways that correspond to large
bundles of closely packed parallel fibers that are unmyelinated
and often less than 1 μm in diameter, and other more heterogeneous pathways running radial to the parallel pathways toward the cerebellar surface, we did not detect pathways linked
to axons of cerebellar cortical interneurons (mostly stellate
cells) that were detected in our former study in adult humans
[15], in neither the controls nor the mutants. Such axons of
cortical interneurons were detected to be perpendicular to both
pathways and linked to parallel fibers, climbing fibers, and
others in humans. A higher spatial resolution may be necessary to image such pathways in mouse brains [35, 36].
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